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Abstract. This paper presents the laboratory validation of a prototype optic-fiber instrumented
structural element. The element is a reduced-scale reinforced concrete beam, of dimensions
3.8×0.3×0.5m that can be pre-stressed by an internal Dywidag bar. The sensing technology is based
on a multiplexed version of the SOFO strain sensor, prepared in the form of a 3-field smart composite bar; in-line multiplexing is obtained by separating each measurement field through broadband
FBGs. The experiment aims to identify the response of the sensors to differing damage conditions
artificially produced in the element, including cracking and loss of prestressing. A numerical algorithm, based on Bayesian logic, is applied to real-time diagnosis: by processing the sensor measurements and prior information, the method assigns a posterior probability to each assumed damage
scenario, as well as the updated probability distributions for each relevant structural parameter.
With respect to classical damage detection approaches, the merit of those based on Bayesian logic is
to provide not only information on the damage, but also the degree of confidence in this information. The paper discusses the ability of the system to identify the differing damage conditions. The
reported test clearly shows that an occurrence such as a loss of prestressing can be recognized early
with a high degree of reliability based on the strain data acquired.

Introduction
In the last decade, health monitoring and structural evaluation for bridges have attracted much attention. We cite for example the recent proceedings of IABMAS [1]. As the need for long term
monitoring increases and new sensing technologies are developed, attempts are made to embed traditional or novel instruments into the structural elements, or even directly to integrate them with the
materials used to build the structures. The concept of smart structure refers to systems able to provide information on their conditions and to adapt their behavior according to the current state,
where the sensing technology is the first step to realize this idea. Most traditional condition monitoring devices, such as electrical strain gauges or piezoelectric accelerometers, are often not suited
to use in a structural element as long-term sensing systems, because of their low durability. Conversely, fiber optic sensors (FOS), due to their small size, long transmission range with low loss and
high immunity to corrosion and electro-magnetic interference, have come into wider use by the civil
engineering community, especially for long term monitoring Udd [2], Ansari [3,4], Measures [5].
Recognizing the growing interest of the prefabrication industry in these technologies, the University of Trento has recently undertaken a research effort aimed at demonstrating the feasibility of
precast smart element fabrication. A prototype of these elements, instrumented with fiber optics, has
been produced and tested in the laboratory to assess its self-diagnosis capability. In the next section,
we briefly introduce the reader to the prototype design and laboratory validation. In the following
section, we formulate in detail the algorithm, based on Bayesian logic, applied to interpret measurement data: this methodology lets us identify not only the most likely values of the unknown
damage parameters (such as type, position and extent) but also their posterior probability distribution. Then, we show how the system offers early recognition of different levels of prestress loss, artificially produced in the prototype during the experiment. The results are discussed at the end of
the paper.
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Fig.1 Side view and cross section of the prototype of smart element.

Prototype Design and Laboratory Test
The prototype, produced in view of the laboratory validation, is a reduced-scale prismatic reinforced concrete beam, of dimensions 3.8×0.3×0.5m (Fig. 1). Details of the beam design can be
found in Zonta et al. [6]. The specimen reproduces in essence the main technological features of a
full-scale prototype, which we expect to use in a new bridge. However, while in real-life precast
elements are more likely to be produced using pre-tensioning technology, for this prototype we used
a post-tensioning system, consisting of a Dywidag bar, because this lets us change the level of
prestress during the experiment. The prototype was instrumented with a novel type of FOS, as well
as traditional sensors, including 12 metal-foil strain gauges and 3 thermocouples. The FOS is a multiplexed version of the standard SOFO (Surveillance d’Ouvrages par Fibres Optiques) interferometric sensor, produced and commercialized by Smartec SA [7]. The multiplexed model, recently developed and tested by the authors [8], applies the same concept of the single SOFO to a discrete
number of fields, separated, on the measurement and reference fibers, by Partial Reflectivity Mirrors (PRMs). The sensor scheme developed for this application includes 3 fields, 1.0 m long each,
with a reference field 10 mm longer than the corresponding measurement base.
Following fabrication of the beam, a laboratory validation was carried out to correlate the response of the embedded sensor to different prestressing levels induced on the beam. The load protocol includes a sequence of load-unload cycles (labelled from T0 to T9), repeated under different
values of pre-stressing and maximum vertical load, see Fig. 2 (a). A prestress load of 450 kN was
calculated to produce a stress of 1 MPa in the concrete at the top edge of the unloaded beam. We
calculated a nominal vertical load of 250 kN, to produce a stress of 2 MPa in the concrete at the
lower edge of the fully prestressed beam. During the test, the prestress by the Dywidag bar was
progressively reduced in each cycle to complete release, while the vertical load was released and reapplied to the nominal value in each cycle. Again, the reader is referred to Zonta et al. [6,9] for
more details of the test procedures. Fig. 2(b) shows the time history recorded by SOFO, at the lateral and central segments of the beam, compared with those of two strain gages. The graph shows
that the two types of the measurements are quite similar and allows recognition of the various load
cycles, as well as the change in permanent deformation due to prestress release and creep, except
SOFO1 in later stage, which may result from the non-uniform development of cracks along the
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Fig. 2 (a) Load history applied to the element; (b) Time history recorded by SOFO system and strain gages (SG).
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beam since the SOFO1 monitored the global deformation along the lateral field of beam.
Identification Concept
Compensated strain estimation. Once the monitoring data are available, a major issue is how to
process the large amount of information acquired. For this application, a method based on Bayesian
theory [10,11,12] has been developed to identify the different damage states of the pre-cast smart
element through two steps corresponding to the two aspects of Bayesian theory: parameter estimation and model selection.
Assume we have a structure, instrumented with a certain number of sensors. Each sensor provides
a measurement for each of t times (t1,t2,….,tt). It is convenient to divide them into two categories:
response sensors, such as strain gauges, accelerometers, displacement transducers to record the structural responses of the bridge, and environmental sensors, such as thermocouples or load cells to record the load and environmental effects. To facilitate the effective use of a large amount of sensor
measurements, here we divide the measurement components into two categories: one is an instantaneous term which changes frequently because of fluctuation of the external actions; the other results
from the long term effect, constant in a certain period. In our case, s=15 strain sensors, including
strain gauges and FOS, were installed working as the response sensors, labelled (s1,s2,….,ss); while
e=4 environmental sensors were deployed and the load cell that records the vertical load is the only
one used in the following analysis. Accordingly, it is convenient to organize measurements into time
intervals, which are brief enough so that long term changes are negligible and long enough to ensure
that short term changes are significant. Let us define the vector εT , j including all the strain measurements recorded by the sensor sj within the time interval T and εT the matrix including all strains
in time interval T. Finally let us label {εT } the whole dataset from the first time interval (i.e. from
the start of monitoring) up to time T. Similarly, we define the matrix hT as the external influences
including all environmental measurements in time interval T. According to the design of the beam, if
given the external loads, prestress level and taking the creep phenomenon into account, the strain
measurements within time interval T can be expressed as follows:
εT = εVT + εTP + εTself + εTcreep + εTnoise

(1)

where εVT is the strain resulting from the external load and thermal effects, in our case basically the
vertical load imposed by a hydraulic actuator; εTP is the strain component related to the prestress
levels; εTself is the strain generated by the dead loads, here the weight of the concrete beam itself;
εTcreep is the strain from the creep phenomenon; and εTnoise is the noise.
Then data acquired during this specific time interval (T) can be organized as the following matrix:
εT = εT0 + hT ⋅ aT + g T

(2)

where εT0 [  × s ] is strain independent of load or temperature (i.e. the compensated strain), corresponding to the term εT0 = εTP + εTself + εTcreep , which is the long term component. aT [ e × s ] is the
vector including the coefficients of the linear correlation from load to strain, which is supposed to
be a constant in a specific time interval, together with the external load action, εTV= hT ⋅ aT [  × s ] ,
to form the short term strain component. The noise is intended as the sum of two components:
εTnoise = g T [  × s ] + eTnoise [  × s ] : g T is the short-term noise matrix, related to measurement errors, which is assumed to have zero mean Gaussian distribution with standard deviation (σg)T, while
eTnoise is a long term model error, supposed to be additive and normally distributed with zero mean
value and standard deviation σ Tm . Here  is the number of measurements recorded by a sensor during the time interval T.
According to the long term effect assumption, during a time interval the compensated strain for
each sensor should stay constant, i.e. each value of any column in the matrix εT0 should be the
same. If we consider the sensors one by one, the column vector of εT0 can be reduced to a single
value in the time interval. Then Eq. 2 for sensor s j can be rewritten as
εT , j = ε T0, j + hT ⋅ aT , j + gT , j

(3)
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As the long term strain component in time interval T can be represented by just one term ε T0, j , the
processing of the measurements reduces to a linear equation with respect to the unknowns ε T0, j and
aT , j , recombined in matrix form as
[εT , j ] ×1 = [hT

a T , j 
1] ×( e +1) ⋅  0 
+ [gT , j ] ×1
ε T , j  ( e +1)×1

(4)

Here 1 is a column vector with  ones, and the subscript (e.g.  × 1 ) gives the dimensions of the corresponding newly combined matrices. Now [aTT , j , ε T0, j ]T reduces to a new variable vector, and the
whole problem becomes a parameter estimation: it is possible to formalize a rigorous Bayesian procedure to identify these quantities [6].
Scenario updating. Once the compensated strain is estimated, the method presented here allows
for calculation of the probability of being in each scenario. If the probability during a time interval
T-1 of being in a specific scenario is known, Bayes' theorem lets us update this probability using the
fresh data acquired in time interval T. To apply the scenario updating procedure, 2 mutually exclusive and exhaustive scenarios have been assumed ( S1 , S 2 ) : S1 denotes the state in which the beam
suffers no loss at all, and S2 is the state in which the beam suffers a certain percentage of prestress
loss. Each scenario n is controlled by some random parameters Xn, defined on a specific parameter
domain DXn. According to the Bayesian theorem, the posterior probability of being in a scenario
given the compensated strain can be expressed as

(

)

prob S n {ε } ,I =
0
T

(

)

(

PDF εT0 {εT0 −1} , S n ,I ⋅ prob S n {εT0 −1} , I

(

PDF εT0 {εT0 −1} , I

)

(5)

)

where I indicates all the relevant background information [13].
The second term in the numerator of Eq. 5 is regarded as the prior probability, which represents
our knowledge (or ignorance) as to the truth of the hypothesis before we have analysed the current
data. Here we assume that the loss of the prestressing follows an increasingly monotonic change
rule, i.e. it can not be recovered as the time interval goes on. During the updating process, we introduce a deterioration factor. We assume that the scenario prior information for the next interval depends only on the current step and has a probability p of staying in the undamaged state, and a
probability of 1 − p of going to the damaged state. That is, PS → S = p , and PS → S = 1 − p , therefore it
finally turns out to be a Markov process, of which the transition matrix is
1

 p 1− p
P=
1 
0

1

1

2

(6)

Once we get the posterior probability of the ith step with respect to different scenarios, Pi = [ Pi ,1 , Pi ,2 ] ,
where Pi ,1 , Pi ,2 are the probabilities of scenarios S1 , S2 in the ith time interval respectively, we can
update the prior information for the (i+1)th step as π i +1 = Pi × P , where π i +1 denotes the updated prior
information for the (i+1)th step. For the prior information in the first time interval, a uniform distribution of [1/ 2,1/ 2] was assigned, with the assumption of total ignorance at the beginning of the
monitoring campaign. In this application p = 8 / 9 has been used to indicate a relatively slow evolution process from the conservative point of view.
The first term in the numerator of Eq. 5, sometimes referred to as evidence of scenario Sn, representing the probability of occurrence of the data if the specific scenario is given, can be calculated
by integrating over the whole parameter domain DXn, using the marginalisation and product rule,

(

)

PDF εT0 {εT0 −1} , S n ,I =

∫

(

)

PDF ( εT0 X n , S n ,I ) ⋅ PDF X n {εT0 −1} , Sn ,I ⋅ dX n

(7)

DX n

In scenario S1 , the beam is subject to no loss, the whole beam works in the elastic state, and the
component of εTP can be proved to be a constant; εTself keeps constant and can be omitted automatically when removing the initial value of the time history. The creep term εTcreep is considered as
stated in Eurocode 2 [13], due to the unknown prestressing level, and is supposed to follow the
same value as estimated in the previous step when calculating the creep phenomena in the current
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time interval. If the smart element is estimated with more probability to be in scenario S1 , we consider the beam has suffered no loss and the full prestressing level is adopted in the calculation. Assuming that the noises from different sensors are independent of each other, then the likelihood
function is just the product of the probabilities for the individual sensors. Based on the Gaussian
noise assumption, one can directly calculate the likelihood of a given scenario S1 ,

1
PDF εT0 {εT0 −1} , S1 ,I ∝ exp(− χ 2 )
2

(

)

(8)

where χ 2 = ∑ (ε Tr , j − ε TP, j ) 2 /((σ T0, j ) 2 + (σ Tm, j ) 2 ), ε Tr , j = ε T0, j − ε Tcreep
, of which j ranges from 1 to s,
,j
σ T0, j is the standard deviation of the compensated strain, and σ Tm, j the standard deviation of the
model noise with a uniform distribution between 10 and 50 µε .
In scenario S2 , the strain component εTP is no longer modelled as constant, due to loss of
prestressing level; if a prestressing loss percentage of α is assumed, we have
εTP = { factor (ξ k ) ⋅ FP ,0 ⋅ (1 − α )} . In order to account for the degradation of the concrete beam during
loading, we introduced a distribution factor to determine the stiffness between the undegraded and
fully cracked conditions [14]. factor (ξ k ) is a nonlinear function of the concrete stiffness,
factor (ξ k ) = ± (k1 (1 − ξ k ) + k2ξ k ) /( Ec I 0 (1 − ξ k ) + Ec I cξ k ) + 1/( Ec A0 (1 − ξ k ) + Ec Acξ k )

(9)

where k1, k2 are two constants, I0, A0 and Ic, Ac are moments of inertia and cross section areas in the
initial and fully cracked conditions. Ec is Young’s modulus. In this case two parameters, ξ1 and ξ 2 ,
have been introduced, corresponding to the two distribution factors in the lateral and middle sections respectively, FP ,0 denotes the full prestressing level, Ec=24Mpa was used from the sample
tests. Hence in scenario S2 the parameter vector can be specified as X 2 = {α , ξ1 , ξ 2 } , Eq. 7 becomes:

(

)

(

)

PDF εT0 {εT0 −1} , S 2 ,I = ∫ PDF ( εT0 X 2 , S 2 ,I ) ⋅ PDF X 2 {εT0 −1} , S 2 ,I ⋅ dX 2

(10)

According to the Gaussian noise assumption, the first term of the integration can be calculated as
1
PDF ( εT0 X 2 , S 2 ,I ) ∝ exp(− ⋅ χ 2 )
2

(11)

where χ 2 follows the same form as above, but with 3 parameters. For the prior assignment of the
parameters in Eq. 10, in keeping with our ignorance before analysis of the current data, we take a
simple uniform PDF for the first time interval as follows, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1， 0 ≤ ξ1 ≤ 1， 0 ≤ ξ 2 ≤ 1. Then
the corresponding prior information can be given:

(

)

PDF X 2 {εT0 −1} , S 2 ,I =

1
(1 − 0)3

(12)

In order to calculate the likelihood in Eq. 10, suppose there are a set of 3 parameters X 0 = {α , ξ1 , ξ 2 } ,
2
which yield the best fit to the data χ min
, taking a quadratic Taylor series expansion about this point,
1
2

2
χ 2 = χ min
+ ( X 2 − X 0 )T ∇∇χ 2 ( X 0 )( X 2 − X 0 )

(13)

2
Since X 0 is the best estimate fitting to the χ min
, the first derivative term should be zero, while terms
with higher order than 3 are rejected. Replacing χ 2 of Eq. 11 with Eq. 13, substituting both Eqs. 11
and 12 into Eq. 10, except for the constant term, the integral of the related 3-dimensional multivariate Gaussian can be calculated,

1
(4π )3 / 2
T
2
exp(
−
(
X
−
X
)
∇∇
χ
(
X
)(
X
−
X
))
d
α
d
ξ
d
ξ
=
2
0
0
2
0
1
2
∫∫∫
4
det(∇∇χ 2 ( X 0 ))

(14)

where det(∇∇χ 2 ( X 0 )) is the determinant of the Hessian matrix.
2
, we first divide the two
In order to find the parameter set {α , ξ1 , ξ 2 } to yield the best fit of χ min
nonlinear parameters ξ1 and ξ 2 into 5 discrete points within the range 0 ≤ ξ1 ≤ 1 0 ≤ ξ 2 ≤ 1 . For
each of these discrete combinations of ξ1 and ξ 2 , a best estimate of α , labelled as µα , can be
2
easily obtained, since it is a linear factor over the range, to optimize the minimum of χ min
. After a

，
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search of all the combinations of ξ1 , ξ 2 and α , an ‘initial good set’ of {α , ξ1 , ξ 2 } to fit to the ap2
can be found. For a second step, the sequential simplex algorithm [14] has been used
proximate χ min
to find a more precise estimate of X 0 based on the above ‘initial good set’, and it can be further refined with Newton-Raphson algorithm for the final step. On the basis of the Hessian matrix evaluated at X 0 , the covariance matrix σ 2 of the estimated parameter set can also be characterized. This
is inversely related to the quadratic part of Eq. 13, σ 2 = 2 ⋅ (∇∇χ 2 ( X 0 ))−1 ; therefore, the variance of
estimated µα is σ α2 = [2 ⋅ (∇∇χ 2 ( X 0 )) −1 ]11 , and the estimated α in the time interval T could be expressed as the normal distribution of α T ~  ( µα ,T , σ α2 ,T ) .
The identification for the first time interval relies only on prior information, but afterwards the
prior assignment of parameters in Eq. 10 can be updated based on the already estimated parameter
X 0 in the previous step. If we assume that the loss of prestressing is constant along successive intervals, the posterior distribution obtained in the previous step can be directly employed as a new
prior distribution. However we adopt a more realistic model according to which the prestressing
loss parameter α can monotonically increase with time. To include this assumption in the updating
process we built the prior knowledge for step T+1 by adding ∆α , a normally distributed parameter
of variation for prestressing, to the posterior pdf of α in step T. The distribution of ∆α is supposed to be  ( µ ∆α , σ ∆2α ). In our case ∆α ~  (0.1, 0.04) could be employed. Thus, from the
second time interval on, the prior information of parameter, α, can be updated as

π α ,T +1 ~  ( µπ ,T +1 , σ π2,T +1 )

(15)

where µπ ,T +1 = µα ,T + µ∆α , σ π2 ,T +1 = σ α2 ,T + σ ∆2α . π α ,T +1 denotes the updated prior information of α for
the (T+1) step.
Besides α, the other two parameters ξ1 and ξ 2 , are still treated as uniform distributions due to
their random variation among different time intervals, i.e. 0 ≤ ξ1 ≤ 1， 0 ≤ ξ 2 ≤ 1.
Then the prior assignment in Eq. 10 finally becomes,

(

)

(α − µπ ,T )
1
⋅ exp(−
)
2
(1 − 0)
2σ π2,T
2

1

PDF X 2 {εT0 −1} , S2 ,I =

2πσ π ,T

⋅

(16)

Substituting Eqs. 11 and 16 into Eq. 10,
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(α − µπ ,T )
1
1
1
PDF εT0 {εT0 −1} , S 2 ,I ∝ ∫ exp(− χ 2 ) ⋅
⋅
⋅ exp( −
) ⋅ dX 2 ∝
2
2
2σ π2,T
2πσ π ,T (1 − 0)

(

∝

2

)

1
2πσ π ,T

(17)

(α − µπ ,T )
1
1
1
⋅ ∫ exp[− ( χ 2 +
)] ⋅ dX 2 ∝
⋅ ∫ exp(− ⋅ χˆ 2 ) ⋅ dX 2
2
2
2σ π ,T
2
2πσ π ,T
2

where χˆ 2 = χ 2 + (α − µπ ,T )2 /(2σ π2,T ) , the integration in Eq. 17 could be calculated in the same way
as in Eqs. 13 and 14.

Application to the Smart Element
In our case, the loss of prestress was identified and can be compared with the actual preload recorded by the load cell applied to the Dywidag bar. In order to apply the procedure, the whole time
history is divided into 16 time intervals, each interval including either a complete loading sequence
or a period with no vertical load applied. According to the method presented in section Compensated strain estimation, the compensated strains were calculated to remove the vertical load dependent strains for each sensor. Fig. 3 shows the estimated results for the sensors 6 and 8.
Then based on the estimated compensated strain, we estimated the posterior distribution of different scenarios according to the procedure introduced in section Scenario updating. In the meantime, the reliability of the estimated prestress loss in each time interval was also studied.
Fig. 4 (top) indicates the probability distribution of scenario S2 along the different time intervals.
For the first 3 time intervals, S1 dominates the identification process, which means the beam is
supposed to be subject to no prestress loss. From the 4th time interval, the probability fluctuates between S1 and S2 , and gradually S2 become more probable. It seems the beam will suffer some loss, but
the model cannot give us an estimate. As from the 7th interval, S2 dominates; that is to say, from
this stage the pre-load is suffering a loss. If we consider the mean value of the normal distribution
as the best estimate of the corresponding prestress loss, the comparison between estimated and
tested loss in Fig. 4 (bottom) shows that the tested results more or less lie in the zone of the mean
value plus or minus the standard deviation. The curves in the figure give the estimated distribution
of prestress loss with respect to different intervals. We can see that the proposed method is capable
of tracking the various damage states of the beam.
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Summary
A smart element carrying a fiber optic sensing system was designed and tested in the laboratory under various damage situations. The data acquired during the experiment shows that the response
performance of the optical system is more than satisfactory, especially when compared to traditional
electrical sensors.
The proposed Bayesian identification procedure provides a rational quantification of the influence of monitoring data on knowledge of the occurrence of differing damage scenarios. With respect to classical damage detection methods, its merit is to provide not only information on the
damage, but also the degree of confidence in this information. This is of paramount importance
when the results of damage assessment serve as input in decision-making processes. The application
of this procedure to the condition assessment of the smart element prototype highlights the possibilities of this approach. For example the reported test clearly shows that an occurrence such as a
loss of prestress can be recognized early with a high degree of reliability based on the strain data
acquired. It is interesting to observe that the probability of this damage scenario becomes immediately very high, independently of the precision of the damage parameters identified.
Despite the fact that the example provided is very specific, the approach presented here is not
problem dependent, which can be able to process rationally all the available prior information, as
well as model or material uncertainties , and could be further extended to manifold scenarios.
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